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FOCUS ON BULGARIA:
GEOGRAPHY AND TOURISM

9.1 Vocabulary
Landscape • Compass points

WORD STORE 9A
Geography and tourism

SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW

3 Match the words from the box with the
pictures A–F.

1 Arrange the words from the boxes from the
smallest (1) to the biggest (5).
river

brook

sea

stream

bay

ocean

peak

gorge

plateau

A

B

C

D

E

F

dune

marsh

1
2
3
4
5

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form
of the words from the box.
swamp peninsula tributary pond
spring cliff bay hollow coast basin
0 We specialise in balneotherapy because our
resort boasts many hot spring .

valley

lake

plain

waterfall

wood

ravine

1 Tanya went for a long walk in the _________
where her village lay.

0 ravine

2 The valley ends in steep _________ that form
part of a mountain range.

=a
 deep narrow valley with steep
sides

1

= a large area of flat dry land

2

= an area of lower land between two
lines of hills or mountains, usually
with a river flowing through it

4 The _________ of the river on its south bank
cannot match the volume and importance of
those on its north bank.

3

= a small forest

4

= a large area of water surrounded
by land

5 Many wild plants and millions of mosquitos live
in this wet _________ area.

5

= a place where water from a river
or stream falls down over a cliff
or rock

3 Nineteen countries share the _________ of the
Danube river.

6 When I looked at the __________, I noticed that
its surface was as smooth as glass.
7 The ocean boaders the __________ on all three
sides.
8 Two capes enclose and protect our _________
which makes it a suitable place for a port.
9 The Black Sea _________of Bulgaria is also its
eastern border.

8

4 Match the words from the box with the
definitions.

WORD STORE 9B
World directions
5 Look at the compass rose in Exercise 6 and
answer the question below.
Which sentence uses the initials of the four
cardinal directions in order around the compass?
A Nina Expects White Snow.
B Nina Expects Snowy Weather.
C Nathan Seldom Eats Watermelons.
D Nathan Wishes Everyone Success.

6 Write the names of the world directions.

1 You are in the region of Montana. Go south
and then go east. Finally, go north. Where are
you? __________
2 You are in the region of Plovdiv. Go east and
then go north. Then go east again. Where are
you? __________
3 You are in the region of Varna. Go south and
then go west. After that, go north. Where are
you? __________
4 You are in the region of Ruse. Go east and
then go south. Then go west. Where are you?
____________

9 Complete the sentences with the preposition
from the box.

7 Choose the correct options, A, B or C.

of

in

to

0 Gabrovo is in the centre of Bulgaria.
1 Topolovgrad is ________ the south ________
Ruse.
2 Varna is __________ the northeast of Bulgaria.

COMPASS AND WORLD
DIRECTIONS QUIZ

1 Every compass has a/an
A pin

B arrow

.
C neddle

2 East, west, north and south are the
directions.
A ordinal

B cardinal

C decimal

3 Northeast, southeast, northwest and
southwest are the
directions.
A intermediate
B interchangeable
C interconnected
4 The compass arrow always points
north.
A at

B to

C–

8 Look at the map of the regions in Bulgaria and
answer the questions.

0 You are in the region of Burgas. Go west and
then go north. Finally, go east. Where are you?
in the region of Ruse

3 Vidin is _________ the northwest ________Stara
Zagora.
4 Razlog is southwest _________ Gorna
Oryakhovitsa.

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT
10 Choose the correct options, A, B or C.
1 The
, where the local port is, is fifty
kilometres in width.
A ravine
B gorge
C bay
2 The Sava is one of the longest
of the
Danube river.
A brooks
B tributaries
C streams
3 Right now, they are standing on a high sand
and are looking at the pale blue sea.
A plateau
B hollow
C dune
4 A broad, green
leads to a high, flat plateau.
A valley
B mount
C hill
5 Tall trees surround the little
.
A cliff
B pond
C waterfall
6 There are five
in the world.
A oceans
B seas
C mounts
7 Petrich is
the southwest of Bulgaria.
A to
B in
C of
8 A deep, V-shaped
divides the city into two
parts.
A peak
B mountain range
C gorge
9 A tidal wave hit the
of the country causing
massive flooding.
A coast
B basin
C tributary
10 The little
meanders through the valley.
A swamp
B marsh
C brook
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9.2 Grammar
Review
1 Complete the text with the correct forms of the
verbs in brackets.
Hello, my name is Kiril! My girlfriend and I 0 work
(work) for a local travel agency. On weekdays, we 1
(start) work at 9, but my girlfriend, Nina
2
(go) to work earlier than me because
(need) to deal
she is a manager and 3
with a lot of paperwork. On a daily basis, she is much
(develop)
busier than I am. Nina 4
strategies for reaching sales targets. She regularly
5
(meet) the travel agency team leaders
(give) them plans how to approach
and 6
(do) staff
their work. Sometimes, she 7
(organise) bonus schemes
training and 8
and competitions.
My day-to-day responsibilities are different from hers.
(help) customers to make travel plans
I9
10
(sell) travel products and tour
and
(inform) them
packages to them. I also 11
about passport and visa requirements. Occasionally, I
12
(travel) to overseas destinations and
13
(visit) foreign hotels and locations to
(hope) to
get to know them. We both 14
open our own travel agency one day.
2 Make negative sentences.
0 Nina speaks three languages.
Nina doesn’ t speak three languages.
1 Kiril works for a law company.

2 They start work at 10 o’clock.

3 I want to be a travel agent when I grow up.

4 Their job requires IT skills.

3 Ask questions about the underlined words and
phrases.
0 Kiril designs and develops tours.
What does Kiril design and develop?
1 Kiril makes travel and accommodation
reservations.

2 Kiril offers excellent customer services.

3 Nina and Kiril have plans to open their own

4 They start work at 9.

5 Nina meets travel agency team leaders every
week.
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4 Complete the text with a, an, the or Ø.
I’m 0 a holiday representative, or rep. This means that
I look after 1
groups of tourists on package
holidays at 2
resorts. I work for 3
large
multinational tour operator. 4
tour operator has
offices in many countries. One of 5
offices is in
6
7
8
Sofia,
capital of
Bulgaria.
I work for 9
Sofia office, but 10
place
where I’m based is 11
Sunny Beach, 12
resort on 13
Black Sea coast. My job is 14
exciting opportunity to combine work with pleasure. For
example, tonight I’m hosting 15
welcome party for
one hundred people and tomorrow I’m accompanying my
clients on 16
excursion to 17
Old Town of
Nessebar.

5 Complete the sentences with the if necessary.
0 Last year we were on holiday to the Dominican
Republic.
1 I was born in
Petrich.
2 Many people think
Nile is the longest
river in the world, but some doubt that. They
consider
Amazon river the longest.
3 Have you ever been to
Argentina?
4
Rocky Mountains are a mountain range
in
USA.
5
Hague is the third largest city in
Netherlands.
6 Charles Darwin studied
Galapagos
Islands and their unique wildlife.
7
Lake Superior is the largest of
Great Lakes in North America.
8
Pasific Ocean is the deepest ocean in
the world.
9 I have never seen
Mount Fuji.

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT
6 Find the word that is wrong in each sentence
and correct it. One sentence is correct.
1 Does he advises clients on their travel plans?

2 The Kamchatka Peninsula is in the Russia.

3 They both works as holiday representatives in
Spain.

4 The Tibetian name of the Mount Everest is
Chomolungma.

5 Do you work as a tour guide?

6 I have to wear an uniform at work.

/6

9.3 Listening language practice
Word families • Prepositions
1 Complete the gaps A–H with the words from
the box. There are two extra words.
evil erosion droplets reach foot convert
renewable legs elemental miracles
Extract from Students’ Book recording MP3•152

Mr. Ivanov: Waterfalls are truly amazing. The
main reason for their existence is A
,
but volcanoes, earthquakes and glaciers
can also partly be responsible 1 for / in their
formation. Nowadays, people rely 2 of / on
them to produce B
energy. Mighty
power stations C
their hydroelectric
energy 3 onto / into electricity. And you know
what, there are underwater waterfalls, too –
one of the many D
of Mother Nature.
I: So, which is your favourite Bulgarian waterfall
and why?
Mr. Ivanov: To be honest, there are many
waterfalls to be admired. For example,
Krushuna waterfalls, in the region of Lovech –
they are 20 metres tall and difficult to
E
; or Samodivsko praskalo, near Devin.
It is nearly 50 metres tall and it is named 4 for
/ after a mythical creature – samodiva, an
F
spirit with magical powers. But my
personal favourite is Rayskoto praskalo. It is
the tallest waterfall on the Balkan Peninsula.
Water falls 5 of / from 124 metres and all the
G
reflect the sunlight in order to
create a magical picture as if straight from a
storybook. It is situated 6 in / on the central
part of the Balkan Mountains, at the H
of Mount Botev, near the town of Kalofer.

2 Choose the correct prepositions 1–6 to
complete the recording extract above.

REMEMBER THIS
in/on and into/onto
We use into/onto with verbs indicating
movement. They show the direction and the
result of the movement.
We use in/on with both verbs indicating
movement and verbs not indicating movement.
With verbs indicating movement their meaning
is simiar to into/onto. With verbs not indicating
movement in/on show location.

3 Match the words A–H from Exercise 1 with
their synonyms.
1 __________ = bottom
2 __________ = endless
3 __________ = wonders
4 __________ = eating away

5
6
7
8

__________ = natural
__________ = drops
__________ = change
__________ = get to

4 Complete the sentences with the words A–H
from Exercise 1.
0 I noticed tiny black droplets of oil floating on
the river surface.
1 Last night, a violent thunderstorm hit the little
village with
rage.
2 Every time I see the unique shape of a
snowflake, I am impressed by the
of
nature.
3 Wind, the Sun and sea waves are typical
examples of
sources of energy.
4 She placed the box of chocolates on the top
shelf of the cupboard where her children could
not
it.
5 When we plant different crops every year, we
help to prevent soil
.
6 Two weeks ago, my cousin had to
some Bulgarian levs into pounds, because she
wanted to travel to the UK.
7 Geologists are convinced that there is oil in the
of the mountain.
5 Match the underlined words with their definitions.
Let me start by asking this obvious question
“Why are rivers so important?” Well, they play
very important part in the water cycle and act
as drainage channels for surface water. Some
rivers are navigable and offer travel routes for
commerce.
1 ___________ = d
 eep and wide enough for ships
to travel on
2 ___________ = ways from one place to another
3 ___________ = t he process by which water or
waste liquid flows away
4 ___________ = t he buying and selling of goods
and services

6 Complete the sentences with the correct form
of the words in capitals.
0 The length of the largest tanker called Seawise
Giant was almost 460 m. Unfortunately, she
sank after catching fire. LONG
1 Some small ports have
restrictions.
DEEP
2 An average-size ship is 60-metres.
HEIGHT
3 The
of rivers is amazing; they can cut
through mountains. STRONG
4 I like sitting by a
fire in a cold winter
night. WARMTH
5 How
is the Maritsa River? WIDTH
6 Our pool is ten metres in
. BROAD
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9.4 Reading
Nature reserves • animals • word families
1 Match the words in the box with the definitions.
amphibians
1
2
3
4
5

reptiles

mammals

birds

fish

= animals that drink milk from their
mothers’ bodies when they are young
= creatures that can usually fly and many
of them can sing
= animals that can live both on land and
in water
= animals that live in water
= animals, whose body temperature
changes according to the temperature
around them

2 Put the words in the box under the appropriate
heading.
parrot capercaillie tiger giraffe frog penguin
turtle falcon crocodile ground squirrel shark
catfish hazel grouse platypus whale cow
snake marten otter
mammal

fish

bird

reptile

amphibian

3 Complete the text with the words in the box.
feathers invertebrate scales endangered lay fur
nests warm-blooded wings feed cold-blooded

STRANGE ANIMALS
Driver ants

These aggressive, 0 invertebrate insects inhabit central and
east Africa. They live in colonies. Every colony has more than
twenty million members. When disturbed, the whole colony
attacks together and may kill small animals.

Platypus

The platypus looks like a mixture between a duck and an otter.
Like all mammals, platypus is 1
, but it can
reduce its body temperature. Although they are mammals, the
platypuses 2
eggs like birds, and yet they also have
3
like squirrels. They 4
on insects
and worms.

Catfish

Being a fish, the catfish is 5
, but unlike other fish,
it doesn’t have 6
. In 2005, in northern Thailand
fishermen caught a giant Mekong catfish which weighed nearly
300 kilograms.

Kakapo parrot

Kakapo parrots have short 7
and yellow-green
8
, but they can’t fly. They are an 9
species;
their number is only about 125. The Kakapo’s strong body smell
attracts predators, so scientists want to put some deodorant in
their 10
to cover the smell and protect them.
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4 Read the text on pages 114–115 in your
Students’ book. Are the statements true (T),
false (F) or does the text not say (DS)?
1 The territory of Rila National Park covers
half of Rila Mountain.
2 The number of medicinal plants found in
Rila Nature Reserve is greater than the
number of the endemic plant species in the
same reserve.
3 The capercaillie is not an endangered species.
4 Most of the habitats in Bulgaria are
mountainous or high mountainous.
5 The park authorities allow visitors of the
park to swim in its lakes and rivers.
5 Complete the sentences with the words in
the box.
moss endemic leash firearms algae
rare permission species prohibit
0 Possessing and carrying unregistered
firearms is a crime.
1 The park authorities didn’t give us ________
to film a documentary about nesting birds
in the territory of the park.
2 Near our house in the countryside, green
_______ cover the surface of a small pond.
3 As a rule, _______ grows in moist and dark
places, such as the north side of trees,
buildings and rocks.
4 I think that hunting accidents are very
_______ and hardly ever result in deaths.
5 Loud tourists often disturb the ________
living in this forest.
6 Air pollution is a/an ________ problem in
my country.
7 Does this law _______ the use of animals
for sports competitions?
8 My dog is very big, so, every time I take
him out for a walk, I keep him on a short
________.

WORD STORE 9C
Word families
6 Complete the sentences with the correct
form of the words in capitals.
1 It’s _______to feed animals at the zoo or at
wildlife parks because they may get hurt.
DANGER
2 Many birds ________ in the trees around
our cottage. NESTING
3 Around sixty-five percent of the park was
_______ by the forest fire. TOUCHED
4 Our company sells fresh, ________ herbs at
very reasonable prices. MEDICINE
5 I live in a ________ region with very few
roads; so travelling by car to my place can
be really difficult. MOUNTAIN

9.5 Grammar
Review
1 Answer the questions to describe the picture.
Use the words in the box.
descender helmet
karabiner ice axe
crampons rope
mountaineering boots
climbing harness
1
2
3
4

Where is the man?
What is he doing?
What is he wearing?
What safety equipment is
he using?
5 How does he feel?

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form
of the verbs in brackets.
0 It is snowing (snow) hard – maybe we
shouldn’t climb the peak this afternoon.
1 Tina is very careful; she always            
(wear) her helmet when she cycles.
2 Pavel isn’t at home now. He             (buy)
some mountaineering equipment.
3 Look! Maria             (put on) her
climbing harness.
4 Once a week, we             (go) trekking in
the mountains.
5 He             (design) artificial climbing
walls for a living.
6 Where             you             (go)
for your holiday this year?
7 I’m still a student, but I             (help)
at my local climbing equipment shop for two
months during the summer holiday.
8 Climbing mountains             (require)
self-discipline.
9 How often             you            
(use) crampons?
10 I             usually             (not/
wear) a scarf, but today the weather is
extremely cold.
11 Hurry up! Everyone             (wait) for us
at the top of the mountain!
12 These days Stoyan             (read) a lot
about mountaineering.
13 Experienced climbers             (not/fear)
bad weather.

3 Complete the table with correct comparative
and superlative forms of the adjectives.
Base form

Comparative
form

Superlative form

nice
fat
narrow
noisy
interesting
amusing

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form
of the adjectives in brackets.
1 The Caspian Sea, despite its name, is            
(large) lake in the world.
2 The Mariana Trench in the Pacific Ocean
is             (deep) than the Puerto Rico
Trench in the Atlantic.
3 Aconcagua in Argentina is             (high)
mountain outside Asia.
4 Angel Falls in Venezuela (979 m) is            
(high) than Mongefossen waterfall in Norway.
5 There is no             (large) island than
Greenland in the world.
6 The Norwegian archipelago has            
(great) number of islands than the Stockholm
archipelago.
7 The Amazon River is the second            
(large) river in the world after the Nile.
8 The Atacama Desert in northern Chile is
            (dry) place in the world.
9 Volcanologists think that Tambora Volcano
in Indonesia is             (destructive)
volcano in the world.
10 Mammoth Cave in Kentucky is            
(long) than Jewel Cave in South Dakota.

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT
5 Choose the correct options.
1 Please, slow down! You climb / are climbing so
fast that I can’t follow you!
2 Every time I buy / am buying mountaineering
boots, I always ask for a discount.
3 Ella attends / is attending a six-month climbing
course in Manchester.
4 I am more experienced / the most experienced
climber in my group.
5 Last year we climbed higher / the highest peak
of Rila Mountain.
6 My crampons are newer / the newest than my
sister’s.
/6
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9.6 Speaking language practice
Comparing and contrasting
1 Label the words and phrases CM for helping to
compare things or CN for helping to contrast
things.
0 but
1

like

2 whereas
3 also
4 as well
5 although
6 both… and…

CN

8 similarly
9 unlike
10 in contrast to
11 in the same way
12 while
13 however
14 too

7 though

2 Choose the correct words or phrases.
0 Both Margaret Thatcher but / and Tony Blair
were Prime Ministers of the UK.
1 Margaret Thatcher was Prime Minister of the
UK for 11 years, like / unlike Tony Blair who had
10 years in office.
2 Margaret Hilda Thatcher was born in 1925;
although / whereas Anthony Charles Lynton
Blair was born in 1953.
3 Tony Blair is Scottish, born in Edinburgh, while
/ in the same way Margaret Thatcher was
English. She was born in Grantham, England.
4 However / In contrast to Tony Blair, who was a
Labour Party Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher
shared the ideas of the Conservative Party.
5 Margaret Thatcher’s father was a member of
the local borough council, unlike / whereas
Tony Blair’s father who was a barrister.
6 At the University of Oxford, Margaret Thatcher
studied chemistry, though / in contrast to Tony
Blair who studied Law.
7 Unlike / Although Tony Blair, Margaret Thatcher
was interested in politics from an early age.
8 People elected Tony Blair to the House of
Commons as soon as he ran for Parliament in
1983, similarly / whereas Margaret Thatcher’s
first attempt to become an MP in 1950 was
unsuccessful.
9 Tony Blair won an impressive victory over
the Conservative Party in the 1995 election.
Margaret Thatcher swept to victory over the
Labour Party in 1979, unlike / too.
10 During Margaret Thatcher’s first term as Prime
Minister, her unpopularity grew because of
her politics. However, / In the same way, Tony
Blair’s first term was not particularly successful.
14

3 Combine the sentences using the words in
capitals. Make any other necessary changes.
1 The Labour Party has dominated the
political life in Britain since World War I. The
Conservative Party has dominated political
life in Britain since World War I.
BOTH… AND…

2 The Labour Party has been the main
democratic socialist party in Britain for more
than a century. The Conservative Party isn’t
socialist. IN CONTRAST TO

3 Sir Robert Peel formed the first Conservative
government in 1834. James Ramsay
MacDonald headed the first Labour
government in 1924. WHEREAS

4 Traditionally, blue-collar workers vote
Labour. Skilled professionals and
businesspeople vote Conservative. WHILE

5 The Labour Party relies mainly on
financial donations from trade unions.
The Conservative Party relies heavily on
donations from corporations and wealthy
individuals. LIKE

6 The Labour Party won 356 seats in the 2010
UK general election. The Conservative Party
won only 198 seats. HOWEVER

4 Complete the text with the words in the
box.
Assembly Prime barrier republic
representative Cabinet head Members
constitution chamber per cent

BULGARIAN SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT
Bulgaria is a parliamentary 0 republic which has a
written 1           . Although the President is the
official 2            of state, he or she has little
direct power and only 3            functions.
The leader of the government is the 4           
Minister, who usually is also the leader of the political
party which won the last elections. The Ministers who
form the 5            advise him or her on different
policies.
Political parties have to pass a 6           
(at least four 7            of the overall votes
in the last elections) to enter the Bulgarian National

           , which has only one 9           .
Two hundred and forty Bulgarian 10            of

8

Parliament work there.

9.7 Writing
An informal email
1 Read and complete descriptions 1–5 with
the words in the box.
attractions offer like miss well far close
1 I live in a port town

with an ancient history
of about 5,000 years. It is
situated in the northeast
of Bulgaria and lies on
the right bank of the
Danube river. When you come to my quaint town,
you mustn’t 0 miss visiting Drastar, the ruins
of a medieval Bulgarian church, and the nearby
Sreburna Nature Reserve famous for its pelican
colonies.

2 My captivating hometown is
located in the northeast part of
Bulgaria. It’s not 1        away
from the Romanian capital
Bucharest. People sometimes call
it ‘the Little Vienna’ because of
its distinctive nineteen-century
architecture. The so-called Dohodno
Zdanie and the monument of Liberty are popular
tourist 2        and symbols of my town.
3 You can find my
native town in the heart of
Bulgaria. The Osam River
divides this picturesque,
quiet town into two parts:
old and new; and it’s
3
       -known for the Covered Bridge over the
river. The town’s many history and ethnographic
museums 4        unforgettable moments
to history lovers. You can also pay a visit to the
tranquil Bash Bunar Park and have a stroll there.
4 The scenic place I call

home is located in northwest
Bulgaria. There are many
waterfalls and rock
formations within reach.
Ledenika cave is 5       
to my town, too. In the nineteenth century, it was
a bustling commercial and administrative centre.
At present, people from all over Bulgaria come to
see the Rogozen Treasure at our regional history
museum and the tower of Kurt Pasha.

5 What I 6        about

my town is its location.
It’s situated on the Black
Sea coast. This slow-paced
small town has three sundrenched beaches. We have
many traditional family-run hotels and restaurants
which will make you feel at home. While on
holiday, you can admire the treasures of our local
history museum, the lovely little church in the
east part of the town and the age-old ruins of a
Thracian wall.

2 Match the descriptions from Exercise 1 with the
names of the towns in the box.
Vratsa

Ahtopol

Silistra

Lovech

1

4

2

5

Ruse

3

3 Match the underlined adjectives in descriptions
1–5 in Exercise 1 with their meanings.
0 bustling = very busy
1
= v ery attractive and interesting, in a
way that holds your attention
2
=b
 elonging to a time long ago in
history, especially thousands of years
ago
3
= moving or living at a slow speed
4
=h
 aving a special quality, character or
appearance that is different and easy
to recognise
5
=u
 nusual and attractive, especially in
an old-fashioned way
6
= s urrounded by views of beautiful
countryside
7
=p
 retty and interesting in an oldfashioned way
8
=a
 place where the sun shines most of
the time
9
= pleasantly calm, quiet and peaceful
4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of
words in the box.
bakery dolphinarium fire station
chapel zoo pharmacy mosque
shopping mall

aquarium

0 The city of Istanbul boasts more than two thousand
historic mosques .
1 When visitors pay the             entrance
fee, they can marvel at the creatures-of-the-sea
wonders.
2 Many people visit our             because two
years ago a baby albino tiger was born there.
3 The hospital             in my town offers all
the necessary medications you may need when
you are on holiday.
4 Why don’t you try to swim with these fascinating
sea mammals in the pool of our
            for only €20?
5 Tourists often buy delicious home-made buns and
freshly-baked bread from the small
            in the village square.
6 Most High Street shops in our town have moved to
the newly-built             in the centre.
7 Local children visit the             at least once
a week, because they can see a firefighter in full
uniform.
8 The Sistine             in Rome is the home of
some of Michelangelo's most famous frescoes.
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